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GENESE MATHEMATISCHER IDEEN UND TERMINI 
GREGORY H. MOORE (Hamilton): “Russell, Couturat and the Evolving Concepts of Mathematical 
Logic” 
Boars M. SCHEIN (Fayetteville): “Composition of Partial Transformations as an Algebraic Operation” 
WOLFGANG ECCARIUS (Eisenach): “Bemerkungen zur Geschichte des Funktionsbegriffs” 
GREGORY NOWAK (Princeton): “Poincare and the Origins of Algebraic Topology” 
HARALD GROPP (Heidelberg): “The Genesis of Configurations” 
ELISABETH M~HLHAUSEN (Berlin): “Grace Chisholm Young (1868-1944): Aspekte der Biographie” 
ERWIN NEUENSCHWANDER (Zurich): “Der NachlaR von Erich Bassel-Hagen (1898-1946) und seine 
Bedeutung ftir die Geschichte der Gottinger Mathematik” 
SANFORD L. SEGAL (Rochester): “Some Possible Psychological Aspects of Mathematics” 
ANDRE LOH (Leipzig): “Schwerpunkt und Koordinaten-Zur Geschichte des baryzentrischen 
Kalktils” 
KARINE CHEMLA (Paris): “Generality in Geometry according to Michael Chasles” 
Jose FERREIR~S (Madrid): “Riemann and the History of Sets” 
CHR~STA BINDER (Vienna): “Uber die Entstehung des Begriffs Gleichverteilung” 
MIRIAM FRANCHELLA (Milan): “Brouwer’s Suggestions about Intuitionistic Logic” 
KARL-HEINZ SCHLOTE AND UWE DATHE (Leipzig): Die Promotionsschrift G. Freges” 
ROSSANA TAZZIOLI (Bologna): “Elasticity and Maxwell Equations in Beltrami’s Work” 
Ancient Mathematics in Islamic and Occidental Cultures 
Tradition, Transmission, Transformation 
University of Oklahoma, March 6-7, 1992 
Steven J. Livesey of the History of Science Department at the University of Oklahoma organized 
an international colloquy on ancient mathematics in Islamic and occidental cultures. The seven lectures 
were divided into the following three groups: 
Mathematics from Greek into Arabic 
SONJA BRENTJES (Leipzig): Leiden MS 399,l and Its Ha&&&AfIiliation: Myth or Truth? 
JAN P. HOGENDIJK (Utrecht): Transmission and Transformation: The Case of Greek and Arabic 
Geometry 
Mathematics from Greek and Arabic into Latin and Hebrew 
MENSO FOLKERTS (Munich): Euclid and “Euclidean” Texts in the Latin West: Classical Mathematical 
Problems and Their Relationship to the “Elements” 
TONY LEVY (Paris): Hebrew Mathematics in the Middle Ages: A State of the Problem 
WARREN VAN ECMOND (Arizona): From East to West: The Sources and Streams of Arabic and 
European Algebra 
The Transmission of Mathematics in Its Cultural Context 
J. L. BERGGREN (Bumaby): The Islamic Acquisition of Foreign Sciences: A Cultural Perspective 
A. GEORGE MOLLAND (Aberdeen): Roger Bacon’s Appropriation of Past Mathematics 
